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Welcome to ERS’ Webinar: Resource Planning for Virtual Schools
with Tulsa Public Schools and Education First
As we are waiting for everyone to join…
1. Please rename your Zoom name to: Name (district)

2. Complete the virtual school plans survey at:
http://bit.ly/VirtualSnapshot
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Meet your panelists

Eddie Branchaud

Gayatri Mehra

Gina Wilson

Stacey Vinson

Margo Roen

Grace Beard

Agenda/ Objectives
Participants will be able to...

Presenters

Identify planning domains and key questions for virtual
schools

Margo Roen and Grace Beard (Education First)

Understand the desired student (and family) experience
at Tulsa Public School’s Virtual Academy

Gina Wilson and Stacey Vinson (Tulsa Public Schools)

Understand the tradeoffs of key staffing decisions for
virtual schools

Gayatri Mehra and Eddie Branchaud (ERS)

Understand key challenges faced by colleagues in
planning for virtual schools

Small group discussion (15 min)

Planning Domains and Key Questions for
Virtual Schools
Margo Roen and Grace Beard (Education First)

A virtual school has several use cases and considerations that
districts should keep in mind
USE CASE
Virtual School
One virtual school
set up to support all remote
learners in the district; other
students attend school on
campus

A virtual school can:
▪ Address health and safety concerns
▪ Engage in student recruitment and re-enrollment
▪ Address staffing shortages
▪ Manage constricting district budget
▪ Meet specific student and parent wants and needs

CONSIDERATIONS

Remote Student

Teacher of Record

Some of the potential challenges in designing and launching a
virtual academy:
▪ Building coherent school culture
▪ SEL and mental health supports
▪ Enrollment implications on other district schools
▪ Technology needs/access for families
▪ Ineffective use by teachers that may lead to decreased
student engagement
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We’ve broken down the planning, launch and implementation
of virtual school design into four interconnected phases

Outcome

Activities

Build the Foundation

Districts decide the structure of
their virtual school and ensure
that key decisions are made to
promote a strong foundation

By the end of this phase, districts
will have finalized a holistic vision
for the virtual school and
implications for staffing and
supports

Operationalize Your Plan

Onboard and Launch

Districts create and implement
the systems necessary to stand up
their academic model, recruit
students and staff and procure
resources

Districts ensure school students,
staff, and the broader
community have the information
and training to successfully
engage in the virtual school

By the end of this phase, districts
will have the staffing, materials
and other resources necessary to
launch the school

By the end of this phase,
teachers, families and students
will be onboarded and the school
year will have begun

Ongoing Support

Districts provide continued
support to school community
members and seeks to
continuously improve

This phase remains ongoing as the
school improves its systems and
support structures

Districts should engage in transparent communication and inclusive stakeholder engagement to
7
inform their decisions in each phase.
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Within each stage, districts will consider a range of domains
Build the
Foundation

Operationalizing
your Plan

Onboard and Launch

Ongoing Support

Communication and
engagement

Communication and
engagement

Communication and
engagement

Communication and
engagement

Academic strategy

Academic strategy

Academic strategy

Academic strategy

Staffing and support

Staffing and support

Staffing and support

Staffing and support

Scheduling

Scheduling

Scheduling

Scheduling

Accountability and
enrollment

Accountability and
enrollment

Accountability and
enrollment

Accountability and
enrollment

Support for special
populations

Support for special
populations

Support for special
populations

Support for special
populations

Culture and Connection

Culture and Connection

Culture and Connection

Culture and Connection

Districts should consider how they will align their work across these domains.
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We’ll share key decisions districts should make while creating
their vision
Build the
Foundation

Operationalizing
your Plan

Onboard and Launch

Ongoing Support

Communication and
engagement

Communication and
engagement

Communication and
engagement

Communication and
engagement

Academic strategy

Academic strategy

Academic strategy

Academic strategy

Staffing and support

Staffing and support

Staffing and support

Staffing and support

Scheduling

Scheduling

Scheduling

Scheduling

Accountability and
enrollment

Accountability and
enrollment

Accountability and
enrollment

Accountability and
enrollment

Support for special
populations

Support for special
populations

Support for special
populations

Support for special
populations

Culture and Connection

Culture and Connection

Culture and Connection

Culture and Connection

Districts will want to think about how they will align their work across these domains.
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Districts should consider several questions when designing their
virtual school
Communications
and Engagement

▪
▪
▪

What do you want to engage stakeholders on during this stage of the work?
Which stakeholders will you engage?
How will you engage stakeholders, especially those at the margins?

Academic
Strategy

▪
▪

What is the student learning experience you want in the virtual environment?
What is the instructional model that will help create that learning experience?

▪
▪

What is the maximum number of students your virtual academy can serve and the minimum
number of teachers you need?
How will you support the leadership team and support staff?

▪
▪

Which aspects of your instructional model will impact your schedule?
Which student and teacher support structures should be part of the regular weekly schedule?

▪
▪

How will you set up your virtual school in the state system?
Will students be allowed to transition between attending the virtual school and an in-person
school? If so, when can they transition?
How will the virtual school ensure it can serve special populations, specifically students with
disabilities and English language learners?
Are there certain services the district will still provide in-person?
What is the desired school culture at the virtual school?
What systems or supports will the district provide to create this culture?
How will the district support students’ social and emotional needs?

Staffing and
Support
Scheduling
Accountability
and Enrollment
Special
Populations
Culture and
Connection

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
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Designing the Student Experience at Tulsa
Virtual Academy
Gina Wilson and Stacey Vinson (Tulsa Public Schools)

2020-2021 Student Experience

Who is in the Tulsa Virtual Academy family?
4,187 students in pre-kindergarten - 12th grade
●

2,233 elementary students (pre-K-5th)

●

1,049 middle school students (6th-8th)

●

905 high school students (9th-12th)

24.4% English language learners
13.6% students with special needs
11% gifted and talented students

Who is in the Tulsa Virtual Academy family?
112 team members
●

103 teachers

●

2 counselors

●

3 support professionals

●

4 school leadership team members
○

Principal Gina Wilson (focus on 9-12)

○

Assistant Principal Tabitha Arreola (grades pre-K-2)

○

Assistant Principal Kandi Council (grades 3-5)

○

Assistant Principal Kari Garman (grades 6-8)

What are some of the unique elements of the Tulsa Virtual
Academy student experience?
Elementary
● Class format is predominantly live Zoom lessons
● All live Zoom lessons are recorded to allow for flexibility
● Students have multiple daily (virtual) touchpoints with teachers
● Students coursework includes core content, fine arts, and physical education
● Virtual clubs
Secondary
● Highly flexible with a self-paced curriculum and learning platform that provides real-time
feedback and assessment
● Students coursework includes core content, fine arts, and physical education
● Combination of live Zooms and recorded lessons
● Twice weekly progress check-ins with advisors
● Daily access to real-time teacher support based on student need
● Virtual clubs

Day in the Life
Grades PK-2 at Tulsa Virtual Academy
Wake up, get your breakfast,
prepare for your day, check
Canvas.Watch your daily
welcome video from your
teacher!

Get your wiggles out! Go out
and play or complete a PE
movement activity.

Attend a live Zoom with your
teacher and classmates. This
may be a Skills Lesson! Finish
with independent work!

Attend a live Zoom with your
teacher and classmates. This
may be a Math lesson. Finish
with independent work.

8:00

9:30

11:00:

1:30

8:30

Attend a live Zoom with your
teacher and classmates. This
may be a Morning Meeting or a
Domain Read Aloud!

10:00
Complete an asynchronous oﬄine
activity: Science activity, Music, PE,
or listen to an adult read to you or
you read to an adult!

12:00

Enjoy your lunch and don’t
forget to play! At noon,
complete 15 minutes of
ExactPath!

Day in the Life
Grades 3-5 at Tulsa Virtual Academy

Wake up, get your breakfast,
prepare for your day, check
Canvas.

Work on Science or Social
Studies Assignment and take a
brain break!

Take a lunch break. Check on
Canvas for PE or Music
activities.

Take a Brain Break. Work on
ExactPath in Reading, Language
Arts, and Math

8:00

10:00

12:00

2:00

9:00

11:00

1:00

Attend a live Reading Zoom with
your teacher and classmates.

Attend a live Math Zoom with
your teacher and classmates

Complete the math problem of
the day. Complete Written
activity for Reading class..

Day in the Life
Grades 6-8 at Tulsa Virtual Academy
Wake up, eat breakfast, and
check canvas pages from
teachers before signing into
Edmentum

Work in Edmentum on Math
lesson and email teachers with
questions.

First 30 zoom lesson of the
day--watch live lesson, ask
questions in the chat and
discuss lesson with peers.

Take a 30 minute lunch with
recess--Check canvas to see if there
are any announcements or check for
advisory assignments

Watch a recorded zoom from
ELA teacher or attend a small
group 30 minute tutoring
session for science

Work in Edmentum on
electives/Watch a prerecorded
zoom for help with the
assignment

Work in Edmentum on a
module/assessment--email
questions to teachers through
Edmentum/Canvas

Day in the Life
Grades 9-12 at Tulsa Virtual Academy
Wake up, prepare for your day,
check Advisory Canvas for
announcements and log into
Edmentum.

Work in Edmentum in your
Science course for 30 min..
Jump into a 1:1 session with
your instructor for support.

Attend a live Zoom for Advisory
(30 min) Spend 30 min in your
English Course in Edmentum

Take a lunch break and then
spend 30 min in your History
course in Edmentum-jump in an
instructor's Zoom oﬃce hours
to ask a quick question

Attend a live 30 min Math Zoom
with your teacher & complete
Math assignments in
Edmentum

Schedule 1:1 or small group time
with your teachers within Canvas
for supports needed. Attend
journalism club with peers

Work in Edmentum on
electives/Watch a prerecorded
zoom for help with the assignment

What will Tulsa Virtual Academy look like next year?

We will continue to provide rigorous virtual teaching and learning for students in
grades pre-K-12. We will also offer:
●

Blended learning with safe, small-group in-person learning and tutoring;

●

Social opportunities for students through extracurricular activities and
social clubs; and

●

Continued access to concurrent enrollment and career and technology
education for secondary students;

●

OSSAA eligibility for our secondary students who are currently eligible to
participate in OSSAA activities at their home school.

Staffing Virtual Schools
Gayatri Mehra and Eddie Branchaud (ERS)

We’ll share key decisions districts should make while creating
their vision
Build the
Foundation

Operationalizing
your Plan

Onboard and Launch

Ongoing Support

Communication and
engagement

Communication and
engagement

Communication and
engagement

Communication and
engagement

Academic strategy

Academic strategy

Academic strategy

Academic strategy

Staffing and support

Staffing and support

Staffing and support

Staffing and support

Scheduling

Scheduling

Scheduling

Scheduling

Accountability and
enrollment

Accountability and
enrollment

Accountability and
enrollment

Accountability and
enrollment

Support for special
populations

Support for special
populations

Support for special
populations

Support for special
populations

Culture and Connection

Culture and Connection

Culture and Connection

Culture and Connection

Districts will want to think about how they will align their work across these domains.
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The virtual model allows for adjustments across
staff types
Staff Type
Elementary Teachers
Secondary Teachers
Special Populations Staff

Takeaway #1: Elementary teacher staffing
can be leaner than traditional schools, with
tradeoffs in synchronous time and/or group
size.
Takeaway #2: If grades are small, secondary
teacher staffing options might be
constrained by course coverage.

Other Staff
Takeaway #4: Many non-teacher positions
in traditional schools can be reduced or
eliminated in virtual schools, while some may
be in higher demand.

Takeaway #3: Virtual
models can enable
more creative
staffing options to
lower costs,
shelter/develop novice
teachers, and provide
diverse opportunities.

Takeaway #1: Elementary teacher staffing
can be leaner than traditional schools, with
tradeoffs in synchronous time and/or
group size.

Tulsa’s early elementary virtual model offers some synchronous
instruction, with flexibility for students to choose times or opt out
Illustrative K-2 Example Schedule
30 min

45 min

45 min

Student Morning
Fully Schedule Meeting
Remote
Days Teacher Morning
Schedule Meeting

ELA
Option 1
ELA
Option 1

75 min

45 min

30 min

45 min

45 min

30 min

30 min

Asynch. (includes enrichment)

Science

Lunch

Asynch.

Math
Option 2

Add’l
Support

Asynch.

Math
Option 1

Science

Lunch

ELA
Option 2

Math
Option 2

Add’l
Support

Family
Office Hr

Asynch. (includes
planning time)

Students have the flexibility to choose if they would like to join a live session and if so, which of the two ELA
& math live sessions to join in a day. They can also join the additional support time if needed

-

-

Student Experience:
- ~3 hours per day in synchronous learning:
- ELA and Math: 45 min each in small groups
- Choice of times for ELA and Math
Teacher Experience:
- ~2 hours per day for planning, 1:1 support, student/family communication

35 min

Asynch.

Leaner staffing can be achieved with tradeoffs in group size,
synchronous learning time, or teacher support/planning time
Illustrative K-2 Example Schedule
30 min

45 min

45 min

Student Morning
Fully Schedule Meeting
Remote
Days Teacher Morning
Schedule Meeting

ELA
Option 1
ELA
Option 1

75 min

45 min

30 min

45 min

45 min

30 min

30 min

Asynch. (includes enrichment)

Science

Lunch

Asynch.

Math
Option 2

Add’l
Support

Asynch.

Math
Option 1

Science

Lunch

ELA
Option 2

Math
Option 2

Add’l
Support

Family
Office Hr*

Asynch. (includes
planning time)

Increasing max class size to have leaner staffing would mean:

Max Class Size
TPS Virtual Academy

30

Traditional TPS school
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-

Larger group sizes, or

-

Fewer or shorter synchronous blocks, or

-

Less teacher time for 1:1 support, communication, prep

35 min

Asynch.

The chosen curriculum or program will likely shape the needed
synchronous/independent learning time
Illustrative 3-5 Example Schedule Using Cadence

Fully
Remote
Days

3rd Grade
Student

30 min

60 min

60 min

60 min

30 min

60 min

60 min

60 min

Morning
Meeting

ELA

Asynch. (incl.
enrichment)

Math

Lunch

Science

Small Group

Asynch.

ELA
Grade 3A

Asynch.

Math
Grade 3A

Lunch

Science
Grade 3A

Small Group

3rd Grade Morning Mtg
Grade 3A
Teacher A

Asynch. (incl.
Asynch.
planning time)

Since the curriculum being used for 3-5 requires more teacher-led support, instruction for each
content area is 60 minutes long

-

35 min

Compared to K-2, the 3-5 student experience is:
- Longer synchronous instruction blocks (60 min instead of 45, to implement Cadence lessons)
- No choice of times (each live content block only offered once)
- Larger group size for ELA and Math (not split into two groups)

Takeaway #2: If secondary grades are
small, teacher staffing options might be
constrained by course coverage.

Secondary may be designed for more independent learning, though
certain subjects may be prioritized for synchronous learning/support
Students
have the flexibility
to choose
if theyDays:
would like to join a live session, and which ones.
Sample Student
Time for Fully
Remote
-

Advisory: 1x/week, 60 min
Live Zooms per Course: 1-2x/week (*Math 4x/week - example prioritized for synchronous support)
Small Group Instruction per Course: 1-2x/week
Office Hours per Teacher: 1-2x/week

Illustrative Secondary Student Schedule Example
M
T
W
Th
F

60 min

30 min 30 min

60 min

Advisory

Asynch. Math*

Asynch.

ELA

Asynch.

Math*

Asynch.

ELA

Asynch.

Math*

Asynch.

Spanish

Small Group for
Asynch. Math*
Science
Asynch.

Spanish

30 min 30 min 30 min
Lunch

SS

Lunch Science
Lunch

SS

Lunch Science

60 min

30 min

Asynch.
Asynch.

35 min

Small Group for
ELA
Office Hours

Asynch.
Asynch.

60 min

Small Group for
Math
Office Hours

Optional In-person learning day (academic support for half the day, clubs / activities for the other half)

Evening small group sessions can be
considered to support working students
*Actual structure for Advisory could look different - rather than one 60 min class, it could be 10 min teacher / student 1-1 touchpoint (for a total of ~360 min )

Secondary staffing can be leaner than traditional schools if you
make tradeoffs in the amount of synchronous learning and support
MS ratio

HS ratio

TPS Virtual Academy

36:1

40:1

Traditional TPS school

29:1

33:1

TPS plans to have slightly leaner secondary teacher staffing at the
virtual academy than at traditional schools given the focus on
independent, self-directed learning. Leaner staffing involves tradeoffs
in one or more of the following:
- Synchronous time per course
- Group sizes for synchronous sessions
- Teacher time for prep, 1:1 support, student/family
communication
- Number of distinct preps for teachers

As the public health situation evolves, steady state demand for the
virtual model may result in small grade sizes and low earned FTE
Grade

Tulsa Virtual Acad. Illustrative
Enrollment

MS ratio

HS ratio

Projected
6-12 FTE

TPS Virtual Academy

36:1

40:1

12 FTE

6

80

Traditional TPS school

29:1

33:1

15 FTE

7

70

8

60

9

70

10

60

11

50

12

40

6 - 12 Total

430

TPS plans to have slightly leaner secondary teacher staffing at the
virtual academy than at traditional schools given the focus on
independent, self-directed learning. Leaner staffing involves tradeoffs
in one or more of the following:
- Synchronous time per course
- Group sizes for synchronous sessions
- Teacher time for prep, 1:1 support, student/family
communication
- Number of distinct preps for teachers

When grade sizes are low, sufficient course coverage becomes the
limiting factor for staffing
Hypothetical Staffing for MS & HS based on Projected FTE
Content

FTE (12)

Potential Staffing

ELA

3

1 for 6-7, 1 for 8-9, 1 for 10-12

Math

3

1 for 6-7, 1 for 8-9, 1 for 10-12

SS

2

1 for MS SS, 1 for OK History / World History

Science

2

1 for HS Chemistry / Physics, 1 for HS Biology

Language

1

1 for Spanish (6-12)

Elective

1

At 12 FTE across 6-12, core content
teachers would have 3-4 preps
(potentially 4-5 if supporting electives,
AP classes, etc.).
With lower direct instruction demands
in the virtual model, this prep load
might be more feasible than in
traditional settings.
Hiring across certifications may be a
challenge.

Takeaway #3: Virtual models can enable
more creative staffing options to lower
costs, shelter/develop novice teachers,
and provide diverse opportunities.

The virtual model may enable shifts that would be
more challenging in a traditional elementary setting
Leverage TAs to reduce
group sizes at lower cost

Tchr

Tchr

TA

70 Students

Virtual Advantage:
Potentially wider applicant
pool for work-from-home
skilled TAs

Implement Shelter/Develop
models for rookie teacher
development

Teacher specialization to
reduce planning load

Pair rookie teachers with
mentors; co-teach larger
combined groups.
See ERS’ Growing Great
Teachers toolkit for more.

Each teacher responsible for
planning 1-2 subjects and
running one large group
session, with all teachers
supporting in breakouts.
See ERS’ profile on Brookside
Elementary

Virtual Advantage:
Flexibility to combine groups
for co-teaching, observation

Virtual Advantage:
Flexibility to have large
whole-grade groups and
move in/out of breakouts

The virtual model can open opportunities for secondary
course coverage and diverse programming
Common course-coverage strategies at
small secondary schools

●

Focus on core course offerings

●

Share Virtual Academy staff across middle
and high school

●

Add Title I teachers to supplement learning
in core content classes by reducing teacher
course and student load

●

Share teachers, partly or significantly, with
another secondary school

Expanded opportunities for a virtual model

●

Use external provider to support elective
instruction and/or specialized core content
instruction (e.g. AP courses)

●

Hire part-time adjunct teachers for course
coverage (wider PT virtual candidate pool)

●

Connect students to curated HQ open courses
(e.g. MIT OpenCourseWare for HS)

Takeaway #4: Many non-teacher positions
in traditional schools can be reduced or
eliminated in virtual schools, while some
may be in higher demand.

Some non-teacher positions can be reduced in the virtual
model...
Staff Type

Projected Tulsa Virtual
Academy Staffing

Traditional TPS School
Staffing*

Virtual Academy Difference

Principal

1

2

-1

A.P.

3

2

+1

Counselor/Dean

3

5

-2

Clerks

2

3

-1

Principal Secretary

1

2

-1

Librarian

0

2

-2

Nurse

0

1

-1

Health Assistant

1

1

0

Total Other Staff

11

18

-7

*Assuming a traditional school would be comprised of two schools: ES & 6-12 campus

...which can enable investments in other positions
that support the virtual model
Role

Need Served in Virtual Model

Additional support to ensure students stay
Academic Counselor engaged and on track given increased flexibility.
Can support 1:1 advisory model.

Virtual Learning Director/Coach

Support teachers in use of virtual instructional
methods, digital tools, etc.

Research specialist Support students in online research
Parent Involvement Facilitators

Maintain family connections, ensuring frequent
communication on progress

Estimating Costs

Staffing costs at Tulsa Virtual Academy are projected to be 20-30% lower due
to slightly leaner teacher staffing and significantly lower non-teaching staff

Non-teaching
staff costs

Teaching
staff costs

Source: SY20-21 Staff compensation file; SY20-21 TPS Staffing Plan
Notes: Total staffing $pp does not take into account costs related to special populations; graph assumes enrollment increases proportionally to estimated enrollment by grade; the
salary for each position is assumed to be the average salary in TPS for that position, as shown in the SY20-21 Staff Compensation file

While staffing is typically the largest cost driver, other costs
should be accounted for in planning for virtual academies
•
•
•
•

Device provision and support
Platform/LMS/curriculum
Outsourced classes
In-person opportunities:
o Facilities costs
o Transportation
o Additional operational staff (i.e. desk clerk for in-person days)

Key Enrollment-related Considerations

We’ll share key decisions districts should make while creating
their vision
Build the
Foundation

Operationalizing
your Plan

Onboard and Launch

Ongoing Support

Communication and
engagement

Communication and
engagement

Communication and
engagement

Communication and
engagement

Academic strategy

Academic strategy

Academic strategy

Academic strategy

Staffing and support

Staffing and support

Staffing and support

Staffing and support

Scheduling

Scheduling

Scheduling

Scheduling

Accountability and
enrollment

Accountability and
enrollment

Accountability and
enrollment

Accountability and
enrollment

Support for special
populations

Support for special
populations

Support for special
populations

Support for special
populations

Culture and Connection

Culture and Connection

Culture and Connection

Culture and Connection

Districts will want to think about how they will align their work across these domains.
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Virtual options raise enrollment policy and
portfolio questions
Area

Key Questions/Considerations

Eligibility for athletics and
extracurriculars

Do students have eligibility at home school? Previous traditional school? With
transportation?

Enrollment policies

What are the transfer policies/windows?
Can out-of-district students enroll/stay enrolled?
Do students stay “enrolled” at their home/previous school? (What does their diploma
say?)

Portfolio implications: small
schools

A virtual school option could increase number of small traditional schools with higher
fixed costs per pupil. At the same time, a virtual option could attract/retain students,
increasing revenue to offset fixed costs. What is the expected overall impact on
portfolio, and what other shifts might become necessary to limit fixed costs?

Portfolio implications:
programmatic offerings

Offering IB, CTE, etc. at virtual option will carry increased cost. Is your virtual intended
to be a “comprehensive” option?

Agenda/ Objectives
Participants will be able to...

Presenters

Identify planning domains and key questions for virtual
schools

Margo Roen and Grace Beard (Education First)

Understand the desired student (and family) experience
at Tulsa Public School’s Virtual Academy

Gina Wilson and Stacey Vinson (Tulsa Public Schools)

Understand the tradeoffs of key staffing decisions for
virtual schools

Gayatri Mehra and Eddie Branchaud (ERS)

Understand key challenges faced by colleagues in
planning for virtual schools

Small group discussion (15 min)

Leaving? Please share your ideas for future topics and feedback: http://bit.ly/ERS-VirtualSchoolsFeedback

Small Group Discussion
● What key challenges or questions are you facing as you
are considering or planning to launch a virtual school?
● What can you share with your colleagues to support them?

Thank you for joining us!
Please complete the exit survey to let us know…
• What future topics would be helpful for you or someone in your district
• Tell us what worked/ didn’t for this session

http://bit.ly/ERS-VirtualSchoolsFeedback

For more tools and information, visit www.erstrategies.org
ASSESS
Strategic System Snapshot | Mini
DISCUSS
Budget Hold’em for Districts
DESIGN
School Designer

Subscribe to our newsletters at www.erstrategies.org/signup
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VISIT

www.erstrategies.org
SUBSCRIBE

www.erstrategies.org/signup
LIKE + FOLLOW

@ERStrategies
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